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Interpreting the data from SFP family of products 

(SFP101EVB, SFP101EVB-25, SFP102MOD) 
 

 

Current values are reported as 24-bit 2’s complement signed data. 

 

In order to calculate the value of the current, the reported data should be multiplied by a 

constant that is equal to the weight of a single least-significant bit in the A/D conversion.  

This constant depends on the resistance of the shunt and calibration value used for the 

single-point room-temperature calibration. 

 

The current value is located in registers CUR_OUT (addresses 0x34, 0x33, 0x32): 

 
 

The Byte located at the address 0x34 contains the most-significant portion (and, 

effectively, the sign bit) while the Byte at 0x32 contains the least-significant part. 

Product 

Shunt 

(sensing) 

resistance 

ISH-PK 

Multiplicative constant 

(granularity of the current 

measurements) 

Exact formula 

SFP101EVB ~73 µΩ 513 A 62.5 µA 1/16000 

SFP101EVB-25 ~25 µΩ 1500 A 178.81 µA 

ISH-PK/2
23 

 

i.e. 1500/ 8388608 

SFP102MOD ~100 µΩ 375 A 44.70 µA 

ISH-PK/2
23 

 

i.e. 375/ 8388608 

 

In the table above the symbol ISH-PK represents the maximum peak sensed current 

(digitized without clipping or distortion).  The peak-measured current is equal to the IC’s 

maximum (Full-scale) shunt-sensing voltage divided by the part of the shunt’s resistance 

utilized for sensing: 

 

ISH-PK
 = 

VIN-CS/RSH-SENSE 

 

VIN-CS is the maximum shunt-sensing voltage for the current-measurement inputs on the 

IC (that is 0.0375 V for all standard products). 

 

Please take into account that in typical Host software the signed integers are often 

represented as 32-bit numbers. The 24-bit CUR_OUT value placed into the 32-bit integer 

variable leaves the most-significant Byte equal to zero instead of the sign-extension from 

the MSbit (sign bit) of the CUR_OUT. 

One possible solution is to multiply (by 256) or shift left (by 8) the CUR_OUT value and 

then divide (by 256) or shift right (by 8 with sign extension). 
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Charge measurements (Coulomb counting) are reported as 64-bit 2’s complement 

signed values. Discussion below applies to the total Accumulated Current (registers 

CUR_ACC) as well as to separate Charge and Discharge accumulators (CHARGE_ACC 

and DIS_ACC). 

 

In order to calculate the charge value it is required to multiply the charge data by the 

charge granularity constant (weight of a single least-significant bit in the data). 

     
 

The granularity of the charge data is the granularity of the current-measurements data 

multiplied by the effective sampling interval (that is 1.25 ms =1/{800 Hz} for SFP family 

of the products). 

 

Charge reporting from full 8-Byte data (64 bits) 

Product 

Shunt 

(sensing) 

resistance 

ISH-PK 

Multiplicative constant 

(granularity of the charge 

measurements) 

Exact formula 

SFP101EVB ~73 µΩ 513 A 78.125 nC 1/16000/800 

SFP101EVB-25 ~25 µΩ 1500 A 223.52 nC 

ISH-PK/2
23

/800
 

 

i.e. 1500/ 8388608/800 

SFP102MOD ~100 µΩ 375 A 55.88 nC 

ISH-PK/2
23

/800
 

 

i.e. 375/ 8388608/800 

 

While the charge registers maintain the full resolution at all times, for any practical 

applications, it is sufficient to utilize only the 6 most-significant Bytes (48 bits) that are 

conveniently available with a single read transaction from the units. For such utilization, 

the effective sampling interval is 81.92 s = 2
16

/{800 Hz}. 

Charge reporting from 6-Byte data (48 most-significant bits) 

Product 

Shunt 

(sensing) 

resistance 

ISH-PK 

Multiplicative constant 

(granularity of the charge 

measurements) 

Exact formula 

SFP101EVB ~73 µΩ 513 A 5.12 mC 65536/16000/800 

SFP101EVB-25 ~25 µΩ 1500 A 14.65 mC 
ISH-PK/2

23
/800*2

16 

 
i.e. 1500/ 8388608/800*65536 

SFP102MOD ~100 µΩ 375 A 3.66 mC 
ISH-PK/2

23
/800*2

16 

 
i.e. 375/ 8388608/800*65536 
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Voltage measurements are reported as 24-bit 2’s complement signed data. 

The granularity (weight of a single least-significant bit in the data) is the same for all 

units, it is 28.81 µV. 

 

The exact formula is: 

(R1+R2)/R2*1.2/2
23

 

 

(the value 1.2 is the level of the internal precision voltage reference, 1.200 V) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Temperature measurements expressed in degrees Celsius are reported as 24-bit 2’s 

complement signed data. In order to calculate the Celsius temperature it is required to 

multiply the data by the granularity constant (weight of a single least-significant bit in the 

data), it is 30.518 µºC for all units. 

 

The exact formula is: 

1/32768 

 

 

In other words, to calculate the actual temperature, divide the data by 2
15

, with attention 

paid to the fact that this is a signed quantity. 

 

 
 

R1 

R2 


